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revolutions presents eight european case studies including the english revolution of 1649 the french
revolution and the recent revolutions within the soviet union and eastern europe 1989 1991 and
examines them not only in their specific political economic and social contexts but also as part of the
wider european revolutionary tradition a chapter on the american revolution is also included as a
revolution which grew out of european expansionism and political culture revolutions brings together
leading writers on european history who make a major contribution to the controversial debate on the
role of revolution in the development of european history this is a truly comparative book which
includes discussion on each of the following key themes the causes of revolution including the
importance of political social and economic factors the effects of political and philisophical ideas or
ideology on the revolution the form and process of a revolution including the importance of violence
and popular support the outcome of revolution both short term and long term the way revolution is
viewed in history particularly since the collapse of communism in europe the studies in this 1996
volume relate hegel s mature views on ethics and politics to the classical tradition of western political
thought applying superb scholarship and his knowledge of earlier thinkers to the philosophy of right
manfred tiedel reveals connections which clarify hegel s understanding of his relationship with his
predecessors for twenty five years troy southgate has been a leading figure in radical politics and he
is currently one of the leading exponents of the english new right this anthology is a selection of his
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best essays interviews stories and poems through an analysis of both historical and contemporary
events he calls for an abandonment of the traditional left right dichotomy and the creation of
autonomous communities outside the prevailing order which can uphold and preserve traditional
values also offered are troy s practical suggestions for how this might be put into practice as well as
his in depth analysis of julius evola s men among the ruins which originally appeared in the russian
pravda online this book has much to offer everyone of a revolutionary disposition troy s ideals are for
power to return to local communities and their chosen leaders firmly rooted in time tested principles
of honour labour and responsibility from this vantage point it is clear that it is the forces of
international capitalism which are the true heirs of the totalitarian movements and not those such as
troy who are merely seeking a secure island upon which to ride out the coming deluge when it all falls
apart therefore one who wants to become active in the arena of radical politics owes it to himself to
become familiar with troy s writings in doing so he will avoid many of the problems and pitfalls that
plague all would be radical movements john morgan from the introduction this is the first analysis of
the fiction of nathaniel hawthorne and his perception of history in his study charles swann examines
the whole of hawthorne s literary career and gives proper weight to the unfinished work hawthorne
saw history as a struggle between the authoritative claims of tradition on the one hand and the
conflicting but equally valid claims of the desires for revolutionary transformation on the other to
evaluate hawthorne s view of history swann provides close readings of such key shorter works as alice
doane s appeal and main street as well as the most detailed analysis to date of the unfinished works
the american claimant mss and the elixir of life mss two works which exemplify the temptations of
tradition and the exhilaration of the revolutionary moment this study asks us to explore how
hawthorne presents and interprets history through his fiction for example the history of crucial sins of
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the past and the contemporary placing of such sins in alice doane s appeal the problematic nature of
the american revolution in the elixir of life mss and the role of society in the scarlet letter swann s
innovative study will be of interest to students and scholars of american literature history cultural
studies and literary criticism one of the most significant efforts to result thus far from the
improvement in scholarly access to north vietnam combining life history interviewing with archival
research in vietnam canada and france the book focuses on the village sociocultural system s
encounter with western colonialism capitalism and socialist revolution journal of asian studies jiddu
krishnamurti is an eminent thinker of our times who has addressed the problems of the contemporary
world he has invented a new language in articulating the issues and has a global appeal he has
consciously put aside the known philosophical categories and approaches in understanding the
problems of the human life and the world he has understood that the problems are due to the partial
and prejudiced understanding rather total understanding tradition and revolution are the recurring
themes of his talks he is critical of both tradition and revolution in his own terms which goes against
the historical notions of both of these terms krishnamurti goes against all the organised and historical
religions but retains the idea of religiousness by redefining it he finds the solution to all existential
problems in the individual he argues for change in the individual psyche or psychological revolution
he calls it as a religious revolution he mediates both tradition and revolution through religious
revolution this work offers an unconventional understanding of krishnamurti and makes sense of his
ideas by locating him in contemporary setting or context this is a critical examination of krishnamurti
s insights in the light of the contemporary thinkers and trends of the east and west this work critically
appreciates krishnamurti in the war ridden society of the present times and simultaneously provides
the space for rationale of identity politics against institutionalised injustice it is now a little more than
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11 years since the idea of writing a personal and scientific biography of h a kramers took hold of me a
few days earlier i had been lecturing in a course on field theory on the renormalization proce dures of
relativistic quantum field theory since the students had considerable trouble understanding the
physical basis of the procedure at the end of the lecture t explained that renormalization is not an
exclusive quantum or relativistic procedure a careful treatment of classical electron theory as started
by lorentz and developed in detail by kramers also requires re normalization the students appeared
quite interested and i promised them that i would explain all this in more detail in the next lecture i
could have looked up this material in kramers book but i remembered that kramers had stressed this
idea in a course i had attended in leiden in 1938 1939 i did dig up some of these old notes and
although they were considerably less transparent than my recollection seemed to indicate they
reminded me force fully of the thrilling days i had spent in leiden with kramers kramers deep insight
and originality were apparent even when distorted by my opaque notes the students had never heard
of these ideas of kramers and were totally unaware of his work in field theory the political uncertainty
following the collapse of the soviet union and the rejection of the revolutionary model has brought
russian political thought full circle as democratic forces contend with authoritarian nationalism this
volume is essential to understanding the antidemocratic tradition in russia and the persistent danger
of totalitarianism the political uncertainty following the collapse of the soviet union and the rejection
of the revolutionary model has brought russian political thought full circle as democratic forces
contend with authoritarian nationalism this volume is essential to understanding the antidemocratic
tradition in russia and the persistent danger of totalitarianism the volume contributes to a better
understanding of iranian history since 1953 with a focus on societal change and its reflection in
intellectual discourse the papers explore the attitudes of iranians toward modernity and tradition
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before and after the revolution of 1979 with insights from oriental studies history sociology literature
and social anthropology the volume offers a cross disciplinary perspective on the intellectual political
and social history of iran the algebra of revolution is the first book to study marxist method as it has
been developed by the main representatives of the classical marxist tradition namely marx and
engels luxembourg lenin lukacs gramsci and trotsky this book provides the only single volume study
of major marxist thinkers views on the crucial question of the dialectic connecting them with pressing
contemporary political and theoretical questions john rees s the algebra of revolution is vital reading
for anyone interested in gaining a new and fresh perspective on marxist thought and on the notion of
the dialectic this synoptic survey examines critically the origins development decline and historical
significance of the european enlightenment the underlying theme of the inquiry is the real and
possible relevance of the enlightenment tradition to contemporary western society tradition conflict
and modernization perspectives on the american revolution aims to expand knowledge on the
intellectual character of the revolution its relation to the trend of modernization and its standing as a
manifestation of social conflict the book discusses the american revolution in national tradition the
collective action in england and america in 1765 1775 and back country rebellions and the
homestead ethic in america in 1740 1799 the text also describes the perspective of modernization
related to the american revolution modernization and human historians will find the book invaluable
because they were marxists the bolsheviks in russia both before and after taking power in 1917
believed that the past was prologue that embedded in history was a holy grail a series of mysterious
but nonetheless accessible and comprehensible universal laws that explained the course of history
from beginning to end those who understood these laws would be able to mould the future to conform
to their own expectations but what should the bolsheviks do if their marxist ideology proved to be
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either erroneous or insufficient if it could not explain or explain fully the course of events that
followed the revolution they carried out in the country they called the soviet union something else
would have to perform this function the underlying argument of this volume is that the bolsheviks saw
the revolutions in france in 1789 1830 1848 and 1871 as supplying practically everything marxism
lacked in fact these four events comprised what for the bolsheviks was a genuine revolutionary
tradition the english revolution and the puritan commonwealth of the seventeenth century were not
without utility the bolsheviks cited them and occasionally utilized them as propaganda but these
paled in comparison to what the revolutions in france offered a century later namely legitimacy
inspiration guidance in constructing socialism and communism and not least useful fodder for political
and personal polemics tradition revolution and market economy in a north vietnamese village
examines both continuity and change over eight decades in a small rural village deep in the north
vietnamese countryside son duong a community near the red river experienced firsthand the ravages
of french colonialism and the american war as well as the socialist revolution and vietnam s recent
reintegration into the global market economy in this revised and expanded edition of his 1992 book
revolution in the village hy v luong draws on newly available archival documents in hanoi narratives
by villagers and three field seasons from the late 1980s to 2006 he situates his finely drawn village
portrait within the historical framework of the vietnamese revolution and the recent reforms in
vietnam the richness of the oral testimony of surviving villagers enables the author to follow them
throughout political and economic upheavals compiling a wealth of original data as they actively
restructure their daily lives in his analysis of the implications of these data for theoretical models of
agrarian transformation luong argues that local traditions have played a major role in shaping
villagers responses to colonialism socialist policies and the global market economy his work spanning
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eight decades of sociocultural change will interest students and scholars of the vietnamese revolution
agrarian politics peasant societies french colonialism and socialist transformation billedkunst through
chinese eyes tells the sweeping story of chinese history politics and culture from ancient china to the
turbulent transformation of the last thirty years through the eyes of its own citizens speeches and
writings from chinese leaders and political activists are interspersed with thoughtful analysis by the
editors edward vernoff and peter j seybolt artwork cleverly illustrating the complexity of modern china
includes photos of western style billboards in chinese cities the cover of a chinese copy of monopoly
and a deck of cards using pictures of western currencies for the high cards and asian currencies for
the low cards half the material in this third edition of through chinese eyes relates to changes in
chinese society since the 1980s the era of reform section describes the changes engineered primarily
by deng xiaoping that have taken place in china during the last two decades china and the world
discusses the role of china on the world stage with a particular focus on international relations since
the 1970s it includes a section on chinese relations with the united states this edition is an expanded
and updated version of the 1974 classic slightly revised in 1981 material from the classic text that
makes this third edition twice the size of the original includes revolution a nation stands up recounting
the conditions in rural china in the 1940s and the communist transformation of village life during the
civil war the conservative tradition presenting aspects of confucianism which dominated chinese
society for over two millennia and the era of mao zedong presenting the story of the communist
revolution from its beginnings in the 1920s until the death of mao in 1976 a new section the seeds of
revolution provides examples of the chinese counter tradition of equality and rebellion and
foreshadows the revolution through chinese eyes is the third edition of a classic cite book cite the
center for international training and education is a program of the council on international and public
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affairs world cultures series a group of books that presents world cultures to readers through the eyes
of its own peoples known as the eyes books these textbooks regularly updated have sold more than
half a million copies since the early 1970s in 2004 one of the series through middle eastern eyes was
a winner of the american library association s choice magazine outstanding academic title award this
study is crucial to the socio political history of france from 1789 1830 with the federal occupation of
new orleans in 1862 afro creole leaders in that city along with their white allies seized upon the ideals
of the american and french revolutions and images of revolutionary events in the french caribbean
and demanded liberte egalite fraternite their republican idealism produced the postwar south s most
progressive vision of the future caryn cosse bell in her impressive sweeping study traces the
eighteenth century origins of this afro creole political and intellectual heritage its evolution in
antebellum new orleans and its impact on the civil war and reconstruction first published in 1973 this
is a reissue of john urry s important and influential study of the theory of revolution part 1 offers a
detailed discussion of the concept of the reference group tracing its development from the symbolic
interactionist tradition and then showing how it came to be used in ways which emasculated some of
the suppositions of that tradition part 2 sets out a theory of revolutionary dissent in which dr urry
emphasizes the interconnection between analyses on the level of the social structure and the social
actor the final section demonstrates the value of this theory by using it to account for the varying
patterns of action and revolutionary thought and action in the dutch east indies in the first half of this
century views american democracy revolution and capitalism in the light of western history



Tradition and Revolution
1982

revolutions presents eight european case studies including the english revolution of 1649 the french
revolution and the recent revolutions within the soviet union and eastern europe 1989 1991 and
examines them not only in their specific political economic and social contexts but also as part of the
wider european revolutionary tradition a chapter on the american revolution is also included as a
revolution which grew out of european expansionism and political culture revolutions brings together
leading writers on european history who make a major contribution to the controversial debate on the
role of revolution in the development of european history this is a truly comparative book which
includes discussion on each of the following key themes the causes of revolution including the
importance of political social and economic factors the effects of political and philisophical ideas or
ideology on the revolution the form and process of a revolution including the importance of violence
and popular support the outcome of revolution both short term and long term the way revolution is
viewed in history particularly since the collapse of communism in europe

Tradition and Revolution
1972-01-01

the studies in this 1996 volume relate hegel s mature views on ethics and politics to the classical



tradition of western political thought applying superb scholarship and his knowledge of earlier
thinkers to the philosophy of right manfred tiedel reveals connections which clarify hegel s
understanding of his relationship with his predecessors

Revolutions and the Revolutionary Tradition
2002-11-01

for twenty five years troy southgate has been a leading figure in radical politics and he is currently
one of the leading exponents of the english new right this anthology is a selection of his best essays
interviews stories and poems through an analysis of both historical and contemporary events he calls
for an abandonment of the traditional left right dichotomy and the creation of autonomous
communities outside the prevailing order which can uphold and preserve traditional values also
offered are troy s practical suggestions for how this might be put into practice as well as his in depth
analysis of julius evola s men among the ruins which originally appeared in the russian pravda online
this book has much to offer everyone of a revolutionary disposition troy s ideals are for power to
return to local communities and their chosen leaders firmly rooted in time tested principles of honour
labour and responsibility from this vantage point it is clear that it is the forces of international
capitalism which are the true heirs of the totalitarian movements and not those such as troy who are
merely seeking a secure island upon which to ride out the coming deluge when it all falls apart
therefore one who wants to become active in the arena of radical politics owes it to himself to become
familiar with troy s writings in doing so he will avoid many of the problems and pitfalls that plague all



would be radical movements john morgan from the introduction

Tradition and Revolution
1971

this is the first analysis of the fiction of nathaniel hawthorne and his perception of history in his study
charles swann examines the whole of hawthorne s literary career and gives proper weight to the
unfinished work hawthorne saw history as a struggle between the authoritative claims of tradition on
the one hand and the conflicting but equally valid claims of the desires for revolutionary
transformation on the other to evaluate hawthorne s view of history swann provides close readings of
such key shorter works as alice doane s appeal and main street as well as the most detailed analysis
to date of the unfinished works the american claimant mss and the elixir of life mss two works which
exemplify the temptations of tradition and the exhilaration of the revolutionary moment this study
asks us to explore how hawthorne presents and interprets history through his fiction for example the
history of crucial sins of the past and the contemporary placing of such sins in alice doane s appeal
the problematic nature of the american revolution in the elixir of life mss and the role of society in the
scarlet letter swann s innovative study will be of interest to students and scholars of american
literature history cultural studies and literary criticism



Between Tradition and Revolution
1984-07-19

one of the most significant efforts to result thus far from the improvement in scholarly access to north
vietnam combining life history interviewing with archival research in vietnam canada and france the
book focuses on the village sociocultural system s encounter with western colonialism capitalism and
socialist revolution journal of asian studies

Twentieth Century China
1987

jiddu krishnamurti is an eminent thinker of our times who has addressed the problems of the
contemporary world he has invented a new language in articulating the issues and has a global
appeal he has consciously put aside the known philosophical categories and approaches in
understanding the problems of the human life and the world he has understood that the problems are
due to the partial and prejudiced understanding rather total understanding tradition and revolution
are the recurring themes of his talks he is critical of both tradition and revolution in his own terms
which goes against the historical notions of both of these terms krishnamurti goes against all the
organised and historical religions but retains the idea of religiousness by redefining it he finds the
solution to all existential problems in the individual he argues for change in the individual psyche or



psychological revolution he calls it as a religious revolution he mediates both tradition and revolution
through religious revolution this work offers an unconventional understanding of krishnamurti and
makes sense of his ideas by locating him in contemporary setting or context this is a critical
examination of krishnamurti s insights in the light of the contemporary thinkers and trends of the east
and west this work critically appreciates krishnamurti in the war ridden society of the present times
and simultaneously provides the space for rationale of identity politics against institutionalised
injustice

Tradition and Revolution
1971

it is now a little more than 11 years since the idea of writing a personal and scientific biography of h a
kramers took hold of me a few days earlier i had been lecturing in a course on field theory on the
renormalization proce dures of relativistic quantum field theory since the students had considerable
trouble understanding the physical basis of the procedure at the end of the lecture t explained that
renormalization is not an exclusive quantum or relativistic procedure a careful treatment of classical
electron theory as started by lorentz and developed in detail by kramers also requires re
normalization the students appeared quite interested and i promised them that i would explain all this
in more detail in the next lecture i could have looked up this material in kramers book but i
remembered that kramers had stressed this idea in a course i had attended in leiden in 1938 1939 i
did dig up some of these old notes and although they were considerably less transparent than my



recollection seemed to indicate they reminded me force fully of the thrilling days i had spent in leiden
with kramers kramers deep insight and originality were apparent even when distorted by my opaque
notes the students had never heard of these ideas of kramers and were totally unaware of his work in
field theory

Tradition et révolution
1986

the political uncertainty following the collapse of the soviet union and the rejection of the
revolutionary model has brought russian political thought full circle as democratic forces contend with
authoritarian nationalism this volume is essential to understanding the antidemocratic tradition in
russia and the persistent danger of totalitarianism

Tradition & Revolution
2010

the political uncertainty following the collapse of the soviet union and the rejection of the
revolutionary model has brought russian political thought full circle as democratic forces contend with
authoritarian nationalism this volume is essential to understanding the antidemocratic tradition in
russia and the persistent danger of totalitarianism



Nathaniel Hawthorne
1991-06-28

the volume contributes to a better understanding of iranian history since 1953 with a focus on
societal change and its reflection in intellectual discourse the papers explore the attitudes of iranians
toward modernity and tradition before and after the revolution of 1979 with insights from oriental
studies history sociology literature and social anthropology the volume offers a cross disciplinary
perspective on the intellectual political and social history of iran

Tradition and Revolution
1992

the algebra of revolution is the first book to study marxist method as it has been developed by the
main representatives of the classical marxist tradition namely marx and engels luxembourg lenin
lukacs gramsci and trotsky this book provides the only single volume study of major marxist thinkers
views on the crucial question of the dialectic connecting them with pressing contemporary political
and theoretical questions john rees s the algebra of revolution is vital reading for anyone interested in
gaining a new and fresh perspective on marxist thought and on the notion of the dialectic



Revolution in the Village
1992-04-01

this synoptic survey examines critically the origins development decline and historical significance of
the european enlightenment the underlying theme of the inquiry is the real and possible relevance of
the enlightenment tradition to contemporary western society

Natural Supernaturalism
1973

tradition conflict and modernization perspectives on the american revolution aims to expand
knowledge on the intellectual character of the revolution its relation to the trend of modernization and
its standing as a manifestation of social conflict the book discusses the american revolution in
national tradition the collective action in england and america in 1765 1775 and back country
rebellions and the homestead ethic in america in 1740 1799 the text also describes the perspective of
modernization related to the american revolution modernization and human historians will find the
book invaluable



Jiddu Krishnamurti (A Critical Study Of Tradition And
Revolution
2015

because they were marxists the bolsheviks in russia both before and after taking power in 1917
believed that the past was prologue that embedded in history was a holy grail a series of mysterious
but nonetheless accessible and comprehensible universal laws that explained the course of history
from beginning to end those who understood these laws would be able to mould the future to conform
to their own expectations but what should the bolsheviks do if their marxist ideology proved to be
either erroneous or insufficient if it could not explain or explain fully the course of events that
followed the revolution they carried out in the country they called the soviet union something else
would have to perform this function the underlying argument of this volume is that the bolsheviks saw
the revolutions in france in 1789 1830 1848 and 1871 as supplying practically everything marxism
lacked in fact these four events comprised what for the bolsheviks was a genuine revolutionary
tradition the english revolution and the puritan commonwealth of the seventeenth century were not
without utility the bolsheviks cited them and occasionally utilized them as propaganda but these
paled in comparison to what the revolutions in france offered a century later namely legitimacy
inspiration guidance in constructing socialism and communism and not least useful fodder for political
and personal polemics



Tradition and Revolution
1987

tradition revolution and market economy in a north vietnamese village examines both continuity and
change over eight decades in a small rural village deep in the north vietnamese countryside son
duong a community near the red river experienced firsthand the ravages of french colonialism and
the american war as well as the socialist revolution and vietnam s recent reintegration into the global
market economy in this revised and expanded edition of his 1992 book revolution in the village hy v
luong draws on newly available archival documents in hanoi narratives by villagers and three field
seasons from the late 1980s to 2006 he situates his finely drawn village portrait within the historical
framework of the vietnamese revolution and the recent reforms in vietnam the richness of the oral
testimony of surviving villagers enables the author to follow them throughout political and economic
upheavals compiling a wealth of original data as they actively restructure their daily lives in his
analysis of the implications of these data for theoretical models of agrarian transformation luong
argues that local traditions have played a major role in shaping villagers responses to colonialism
socialist policies and the global market economy his work spanning eight decades of sociocultural
change will interest students and scholars of the vietnamese revolution agrarian politics peasant
societies french colonialism and socialist transformation



Tradition and Revolution
1971

billedkunst

H.A. Kramers Between Tradition and Revolution
2012-12-06

through chinese eyes tells the sweeping story of chinese history politics and culture from ancient
china to the turbulent transformation of the last thirty years through the eyes of its own citizens
speeches and writings from chinese leaders and political activists are interspersed with thoughtful
analysis by the editors edward vernoff and peter j seybolt artwork cleverly illustrating the complexity
of modern china includes photos of western style billboards in chinese cities the cover of a chinese
copy of monopoly and a deck of cards using pictures of western currencies for the high cards and
asian currencies for the low cards half the material in this third edition of through chinese eyes relates
to changes in chinese society since the 1980s the era of reform section describes the changes
engineered primarily by deng xiaoping that have taken place in china during the last two decades
china and the world discusses the role of china on the world stage with a particular focus on
international relations since the 1970s it includes a section on chinese relations with the united states
this edition is an expanded and updated version of the 1974 classic slightly revised in 1981 material



from the classic text that makes this third edition twice the size of the original includes revolution a
nation stands up recounting the conditions in rural china in the 1940s and the communist
transformation of village life during the civil war the conservative tradition presenting aspects of
confucianism which dominated chinese society for over two millennia and the era of mao zedong
presenting the story of the communist revolution from its beginnings in the 1920s until the death of
mao in 1976 a new section the seeds of revolution provides examples of the chinese counter tradition
of equality and rebellion and foreshadows the revolution through chinese eyes is the third edition of a
classic cite book cite the center for international training and education is a program of the council on
international and public affairs world cultures series a group of books that presents world cultures to
readers through the eyes of its own peoples known as the eyes books these textbooks regularly
updated have sold more than half a million copies since the early 1970s in 2004 one of the series
through middle eastern eyes was a winner of the american library association s choice magazine
outstanding academic title award

The French Revolution and the Russian Anti-Democratic
Tradition
2018-01-31

this study is crucial to the socio political history of france from 1789 1830



Revolution and Tradition in People's Poland
1972

with the federal occupation of new orleans in 1862 afro creole leaders in that city along with their
white allies seized upon the ideals of the american and french revolutions and images of revolutionary
events in the french caribbean and demanded liberte egalite fraternite their republican idealism
produced the postwar south s most progressive vision of the future caryn cosse bell in her impressive
sweeping study traces the eighteenth century origins of this afro creole political and intellectual
heritage its evolution in antebellum new orleans and its impact on the civil war and reconstruction

Tradition Versus Revolution
1977

first published in 1973 this is a reissue of john urry s important and influential study of the theory of
revolution part 1 offers a detailed discussion of the concept of the reference group tracing its
development from the symbolic interactionist tradition and then showing how it came to be used in
ways which emasculated some of the suppositions of that tradition part 2 sets out a theory of
revolutionary dissent in which dr urry emphasizes the interconnection between analyses on the level
of the social structure and the social actor the final section demonstrates the value of this theory by
using it to account for the varying patterns of action and revolutionary thought and action in the



dutch east indies in the first half of this century

The French Revolution and the Russian Anti-Democratic
Tradition
1997-01-01

views american democracy revolution and capitalism in the light of western history

Beyond the Islamic Revolution
2017-06-12

The Algebra of Revolution
2005-06-23



Revolution and Tradition in People's Poland
1972

Galileo Studies: Personality, Tradition, and Revolution
1970

The Enlightenment Tradition
2023-04-28

Tradition, Conflict, and Modernization
2013-10-22



The French Revolutionary Tradition in Russian and Soviet
Politics, Political Thought, and Culture
2019-08-14

Tradition, Revolution, and Market Economy in a North
Vietnamese Village, 1925–2006
2010-08-15

Tradition and Revolution in French Art 1700-1880
1993

Reinventing Revolution
2019



Italics : Italian art between tradition and revolution 1968 -
2008 ; Palazzo Grassi [Venice, 27 September 2008 - 22
March 2009] ; Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago [18
July - 25 October 2009]
2008

A History of the Egyptian Revolution, from the Period of the
Mamelukes to the Death of Mohammed Ali; from Arab and
European Memoirs, Oral Tradition, and Local Research
1870

Through Chinese Eyes
2007



Bonapartism and Revolutionary Tradition in France
2002-05-09

Revolution, Romanticism, and the Afro-Creole Protest
Tradition in Louisiana, 1718-1868
1997

Reference Groups and the Theory of Revolution (Routledge
Revivals)
2013-05-13

The Liberal Tradition in America
1955



A History of the Egyptian Revolution, from the Period of the
Mamelukes to the Death of Mohammed Ali
1870

Mythos, Traditon, Revolution
1973
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